A variant of the Biot-Johnson model of a poroelastic material is investigated to see if the viscosity of the interstitial fluid is significant in the ultrasound insonification of non-defatted cancellous bone. The equations of motion are derived using a Lagrangian formulation. Numerical experiments are performed on various bone samples. It is shown that the viscosity of the interstitial fluid does indeed signify in the ultrasound frequency range.
Introduction
As the brittleness of bone depends on more factors than bone density, biologists believe that quantitative ultrasound techniques could provide an important new diagnostic tool [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In this paper, we use the Biot theory [6, 7] of a poroelastic material to investigate whether this is possible. The Biot theory which is obtained from mixture theory can only be applied in the low frequency range (<100 kHz), which corresponds to wave lengths sufficiently larger than the pore size. The Biot theory predicts a fast and slow compressional wave. The second compressional wave does not exist for elastic materials, so the detection of two different compressional waves signifies the poroelastic property of a specimen. Hosokawa and Otani [8] (see also [9] ) identified fast and slow waves in cancellous bone. Cancellous bone consists of solid matrix and blood-marrow mixture, which acts like a non Newtonian shear thinning fluid [10] [11] [12] and is better modeled as complex polymers. However, the role played by bone marrow in ultrasound measurement for bone is still under debate. Some researchers [13, 14] claim that taking into account marrow viscosity leads only to minor differences on the effective attenuation and dispersion. Nicholson and Bouxsein [15] made quantitative ultrasound (QUS) transmission and backscatter experiments on 46 human cancellous bone specimens where they considered both the water filled samples and the in vitro samples. They concluded that the potential impact of marrow should be considered when interpreting QUS measurement. In this paper, we study a modified form of the Biot-Johnson [16] equations to try and determine whether the interstitial fluid is a factor for interpreting the results of QUS. Indeed, there are two possibilities where the viscosity of a shear thinning material as the blood-marrow mixture could play a role. One is the fluid-fluid reaction of the interstitial fluid with itself, the other being the fluid-solid reaction of the blood-marrow with the trabeculae. It will turn out that for our model, only the latter effect is the dominant one. We have used a Carreau model to describe the blood-marrow mixture; however, it is primarily the viscosity of the mixture which signifies.
Constitutive equations for an isotropic, shear-thinning porous medium
The Biot model treats the medium as an elastic frame with interstitial pore fluid. Two displacement vectors ✩ This work was funded in part by the National Science Foundation Research Math. Biology Grants DMS-0920850 and 0920852.
with x := ⟨x, y, z⟩ track the motion of the frame and fluid respectively while the divergences e = ∇ · u and ϵ = ∇ · U give the frame and fluid dilatations. We denote the strain tensors as e and ϵ. The corresponding stresses will be denoted by σ xx , σ yy , σ zz , σ xy , σ xz , σ yz , and these expressions will depend on the constitutive relations. We shall treat only the case of an isotropic frame. In the Biot model the fluid stress in the pore space is given by σ (x, t) = −βp f , where p f is the pressure of the pore fluid and the parameter β is the fraction of fluid area per unit cross section. Biot makes the assumption of statistical isotropy, that is, that β is the same for all cross sections. Thus β is equal to the porosity of the medium (volume of the pore space per unit volume).
In an isotropic medium the strain energy will be a function
where the I j are the three elastic invariants (see [17] ) For small amplitude vibrations we can neglect powers of the displacements above the first order and obtain linear constitutive equations. This corresponds to a strain energy function that is purely quadratic in the strains and hence it will be a linear combination of the four quadratic terms [18] [19] [20] From this we are able to obtain the Biot constitutive equations
where λ and µ are Lamé coefficients with λ := P − 2µ. The symbols assigned to the parameters λ and µ are due to their formal analogy to the Lamé coefficients in the constitutive equations of an elastic solid. Indeed the tangential stress equations suggest that µ is the Lamé coefficient of shear for the frame, however as we shall see, λ is not the frame compressional coefficient. In the Biot theory there is only dissipation of energy between the fluid and solid phases due to friction. We wish to generalize this theory to cover the case where there can be fluid to fluid dissipation also. To this end we consider the problem using a Lagrangian formulation. Let K represent the kinetic energy of the system, then we follow Biot [18] and express this as
3)
The ρ 11 and ρ 22 are effective mass density parameters of the frame and fluid respectively and ρ 12 is a mass coupling parameter for the frame-fluid interaction. Biot [18, 19] admits fluid-solid dissipation in the form of a dissipation force
For the case of high frequency oscillations he notes that b is actually a function of ω. This really makes no sense mathematically but is useful for some computations. It would be better to replace the fluid to solid dissipation force by a convolution,
The coupling between the fluid part (marrow) and elastic matrix (trabecular bone) is described by the JohnsonKoplik-Dashen model [16] . In this model, the dynamic tortuosity α(ω) is expressed as a function of tortuosity α ∞ , pore fluid viscosity η, pore fluid density ρ f , permeability k, porosity β, the angular frequency ω and the viscous characteristic length Λ
where i = √ −1.
By comparing the Fourier transform of the Biot equations with the Johnson formulation we conclude that the Fourier transform of the friction coefficient between the solid and fluid phases,b(ω), must be given by [21] 
and
which is a distribution; moreover, the corresponding limit kernel b(t) is not integrable. This suggests that an alternate form of the Johnson formula is better suited for describing the attenuation due to the friction of the fluid-solid interaction. One possibility is to use a transformed b(t) which agrees with the Johnson form in the usual ultrasound range, say 500 kHz-5 MHz and then is cut off. We suggest assuming something which is asymptotically equivalent to the Johnsonb(ω). To this end we choose for the high frequency limit of the Johnson-Koplik-Dashen model
which has the inverse Fourier transform
The reformulated Biot-Johnson-Koplik-Dashen equations thereby are
(2.9)
is a known coefficient and ϵ is a relaxation coefficient which is chosen to leave the ultrasonic range undisturbed.
The effective elastic, Biot constants P := λ+2µ, Q and R are related to β, bulk modulus of the pore fluid K f , bulk modulus of the trabecular bone K s , bulk modulus of the porous skeletal frame K b and the shear modulus of the composite as well as the skeletal frame N := µ:
(2.10)
Dissipation of energy due to a viscous fluid
In order to add fluid-fluid dissipation of energy we note that generalized shear laws exhibit a stress term on the system of the form
and, where S ij is the ij-component of the stress tensor. There are two widely used shear-dependent viscosity laws in practice. The first is the power law, or Ostwald-de Waele model 11) and the Carreau law, which takes into account that polymers show a finite nonzero constant Newtonian viscosity at very low shear rates [22, 23] η (γ ) :
(3.12)
In general, η (γ ) will be assumed to obey one of these laws; however, for purposes of exposition we will use the power law in the derivation below. Similar arguments may be used for the Carreau case.
For the case of a mechanical system where the forces are conservative the equations of motion may be written as the 13) where the q r are generalized coordinates, theq r the generalized velocities and K , V are the kinetic energy and potential energy of the system. If the system is not conservative we have instead
where F r is the nonconservative force applied to the system. In either case [24] we have dp r
where p r = ∂K ∂q r is the rth component of the generalized momentum p. In the Biot case we already have one nonconservative force (2.4); here we add another term, namely the fluid to fluid dissipation force 16) whose jth component has the form 
whereas, in the high frequency case we replace the fluid-solid interaction with the convolution integral form. Using the constitutive equations for the elastic material in the Euler-Lagrange equations yields the equations of motion [25, 24] 
Quasi-time harmonic models
If the displacements take the form u(x)e
where E :=  2ε(U) ij ε(U) ij .
After cancelation of the factor e −iωt the equations with a dissipation kernel b(t) become 
Now if we let t → ∞ this becomes the steady-state, time harmonic case In the linear Biot model, without a shear-thinning fluid, taking the Fourier transform of the equations eliminates all dependency on time. We are unable to do this in the nonlinear case; however, we may view the time independent case as a large time form of the system. The one-dimensional version of the quasi-time harmonic Biot-Johnson [16] equations with a power-law, shear-thinning interstitial fluid become
with the pseudo masses defined below
where ρ 11 , ρ 12 , ρ 22 are the mass coupling terms in the Biot model defined in terms of solid density ρ s , pore fluid density ρ f , β, α ∞ and ω, namely
(4.27)
One-dimensional models

Boundary conditions
The one-dimensional problem for the linear Biot model has been studied in detail. We shall use this information to help with the strain-thinning case. We assume that a segment of cancellous bone occupies the interval [0, L] in an infinite water tank and that it is sonified by a source placed at the point x s < 0. The one-dimensional version of the Biot equations with a shear-thinning interstitial fluid becomes in the quasi-time harmonic case [26] −ω 
This solution in the water is a fundamental, singular solution and has the form
Here the coefficients C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 need to be determined. In the linear case we are able to give a similar expansion for the displacements u, U in the cancellous region and determine all of the coefficients by imposing Biot transition conditions at the interfaces between bone and water. In the nonlinear case the problem is made more difficult as an analytical formula for the displacements is not available in the segment [0, L] and we must use numerical methods. We mention, however that only two of the above three coefficients is independent as p 0 (x) is a Green's function and is continuous at x s and whose derivative has a jump discontinuity. This leads to
2ω e − iωxs c 0 ,
The one-dimensional Biot transmission conditions at x = 0 arê
and at
 . 
At x = L we match the Biot transmission conditions at x = L − using the expression the water pressure at x = L + .
−i c 0 ω
We may now eliminate C 4 from these three conditions. Since we do not have an analytical expression for the solution in the bone region we use a numerical approach and choose a value of C 1 dictated by the solution to the linear problem and use this to begin an iteration process. If we know C 1 , then the left-hand side of Eqs. (5.31) are known, and this leads to an overdetermined system. However, we may proceed to solve the problem numerically in [0, L] using just the second and third conditions of (5.31) and then pickingû
satisfy the third condition of (5.33). Using a shooting method we check these against (5.34) and adjust C 1 and the choice ofû
Numerical results
To illustrate the performance of our models, we perform numerical simulations and restrict ourselves to the onedimensional Carreau model given by the Biot equations with a shear-thinning interstitial fluid in the quasi-time harmonic case [26] −ω
where
which is used for the value of η in the expressions ofρ 11 ,ρ 12 andρ 22 in (4.24)-(4.26).
In order to perform numerical simulations, we first non-dimensionalize the equations. For this purpose, we introduce a characteristic length scale c 0 /ω, a characteristic timescale 1/ω and the saturating fluid density, ρ f ; here c 0 denotes the speed of sound in water. The non-dimensionalized equations are then solved numerically using a second-order finite difference scheme: the second-order derivatives in the bulk equations (5.35) are discretized with a second-order central difference formula, while the first-order derivatives in the transmission conditions (5.33) at x = 0 (resp. (5.34) at x = L) are discretized with a secondorder forward (resp. backward) difference formula. The resulting discretized equations form a nonlinear algebraic system for the unknowns (û,Û, C 1 , C 4 ), which is solved iteratively using the routine fsolve in MATLAB. The initial guess is provided by the linear solution of (5.35) (corresponding to r = 2 orλ = 0), which is obtained directly by Gaussian elimination. This is the case of zero shear thinning.
The Biot-Johnson model has built-in dissipation of both the fluid and solid phases; however, the fluid in the original Biot-Johnson case is assumed to be inviscid. In the modified model, we have added a nonlinear fluid-fluid viscosity term that represents shear thinning. The nonlinear solution of (5. Figs. 1 and 2 show the real part of the displacements (û,Û) for various values of η 0 and r. The smaller r (i.e. the closer to unity), the higher the nonlinearity while the smaller the effective viscosity η as compared to η 0 , because 1 < r < 2 in (5.36). We considered η 0 = 10 −3 kg m −1 s −1 which is a typical viscosity for water, and η 0 = 10
value for blood-marrow. The x-axis was partitioned into 1000 subintervals over [0, L] . This spatial resolution was found to be a good compromise between accuracy and computational cost. Clearly, the nonlinearity due to shear thinning affects the fluid and solid displacements as compared to the linear case. In the situation of smaller viscosity (η 0 = 10 −3 kg m −1 s −1 ) which is typically characterized by fluid displacements more oscillating than solid displacements (Fig. 1 ), Johnson's dissipative effect is evident for r = 2. As r decreases, the high nonlinearity weakens the effective viscosity so that the signal tends to become uniform across the bone thickness, meaning that bothû andÛ tend to exhibit constant amplitudes. The only effect reminiscent of Johnson's dissipation is a phase shift betweenû andÛ.
In the situation of larger viscosity (η 0 = 10
, the fluid-solid system typically behaves like a single material.
Thereforeû andÛ tend to evolve in unison, as shown in Fig. 2 for r ∼ 2. However, as r decreases, so does the effective viscosity and we observe phenomena similar to the case η 0 = 10
To further assess the dissipative effects, Figs This is consistent with observations from Figs. 1 and 2 where the signal tends to become uniform as r decreases because of the weaker dissipation.
Conclusion
Another experiment involves computing the spectra of the phase velocity, c(ω) and that of the attenuation, α(ω) where ω is the frequency of the sound wave. This apparent frequency-dependent attenuation is measured as α(ω) = ln
where A rec (ω) and A(ω) are the amplitude spectra of the received waveform that has been propagated through the medium and the initial amplitude respectively [29] . Using the above experimental set up, the spectral decomposition of the wave may be obtained by a simple computation [30] . Many investigations report attenuation depends linearly on frequency from 200 to 600 kHz and in the range of 600 kHz-1 MHz [31, 3, 32] . In this work attenuation a(ω) is a linear function of frequency, i.e. a(ω) = (BUA)ω + K , with K being a constant. The term (BUA) is the gradient in dB/MHz evaluated by linear regression.
Despite the fact that this technique, based on linear regression of the attenuation does not have any physical basis it is commonly accepted that the (BUA) gradient is relevant to the evaluation of osteoporosis [1] . Hofmeister [33] found that in the range 0.5-1 MHz BUA exhibited a significant correlation with the anterior-posterior (AP) and the medial-lateral (ML) directions but not in the superior-inferior (SI) orientations. A break point in the slopes was observed at about 1.0 MHz; whereas, other researchers observed one at about 400 kHz. Others observed measurable nonlinear attenuation at frequencies below 400 kHz for unfatted bone from human cadavers [34] . However, Chaffai [35] found that attenuation varied in terms of frequency roughly as f 1.1±0.3 .
